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The quality-of-life/well-being literature is both bounteous and wide ranging,

especia lly in the regional sciences where a multidisciplinary approach has

historically  been p rivileged , despite its  origins within the economic sciences

(Polèse 1999). H owe ver, it is precise ly beca use of this th at the literature has

been plagued by conceptual diversity, measurement differences, the absence

of theoretical underpinnings, and, perhaps more often than not, a colloquial

use of the terms quality of life and well-being such that any specific concep-

tual or theoretical sense (if indeed one is intended) is often difficu lt to ascer-

tain. In this paper,  we attempt to address some of the challenges that are faced

by regiona l scientists  by presenting a new model of quality of life/well- being

that we  hope w ill constitute a better conceptual tool than has been presented

previously. We  begin b y brie fly considering the thornier aspects of existing

quality  of life/ well-being research -- its diversity, lack of conceptual clarity,

and various foci -- to underline the inadequacy of the conceptualizations

offered to date. W e then p ropose  a mo del in w hich w e integrate  what w e

believe should  approp riately  be considered in regional sciences as two distinct

concepts, i.e. quality of life and w ell-being. In doing s o, we also ide ntify

conceptual links betw een tw o freque ntly con trary app roache s in the study of
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quality  of life: the  objec tive an d the su bjectiv e. 

The Quality of Life/Well-being Literature: 
Challenges to a Coherent Whole

As noted abo ve, there  are a number of challenges to developing a meaningful

understanding of the quality-of-life and/or well-being literature. Th e first is to

ascertain  what, exactly, the terms mean (Clarke 2000 et al; Farquhar 1995); the

use of the plural is deliberate because we believe they are d istinct concepts.

Almost  30 years ag o, in one o f the sem inal geo graphic al studies in  this field,

Sm ith (1973) propos ed that w ell-being  be used  to refer to  objective  life condi-

tions that apply  to a pop ulation g enerally , while  quality  of life should m ore

properly  be limited to individuals’ subjective assessments of their lives be-

cause  of wh at Sm ith felt to be the  evalua tive natu re of the term. T oday, th is

distinction has bee n lost: the term s are often  undefin ed or use d incon sistently

or interchan geably  within  studies; in so me in stances , one term  is even u sed to

define the other (De Leo et al 1998). The lack of distinction can in part be

traced to the m ultiple  conceptualisations of quality of life that have evolved

over the years  (Beesle y and R ussw urm 1 989), startin g with th e econ omic

approaches popular in the late 1960s and 1970s when quality of life/well-being

was assessed by quantitative measures such as GDP, GNP, and unemployment

rates (Liu 1976 ). In reaction to this rigidly quantitative approa ch to the s ubject,

researchers  began inquiring in to individ uals’ sub jective ex perienc es of their

lives in the belief that objective measures alone were incomplete measures of

‘quality  of life’ (Andrews and Withey 1976; Campbell et al 1976). Over the

years, these types of measures gave rise to what has been called the social

indic ators move ment, an a pproach to q uality of life based on  the belief that

carefully  selected indicators can serve as surrogate measures of the compo-

nents  conceptu alised as represen ting quality of life and/o r well-be ing .  The

difficulty  with  this wo rk is that much of it has in fact lacked a clear conceptual

or theore tical frame work , with the re sult that the s election o f variables  is

criticised as being  (or at least ap pearing  to be) arbitrary (Diener and Suh

1997).

A  second reason for the loss of distinction between the terms is the ac-

knowledgement that quality  of life/we ll-being h as both o bjective c omp onents

- i.e., comp onents  external to an individual and me asurable by ‘others’ -- and

subjective compon ents - i.e., personal assessments of one’s own life or of

particular aspec ts of life u sing m easur es of sa tisfactio n, happiness, or other

self-assessment scales (Cam pbell et al 1976 ). Thus, althoug h researchers  such

as Smith (1973) maintained a conceptual distinction between the two types of

me asure s, it is clea r that tho se w ho follo wed  did no t. 

Perhaps comp ounding th e difficulty of defining the  terms is that resear-

chers  from many disciplines have engaged in quality of life research, each

from within a particular disciplinary perspective. Thus, although there is gen-
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eral agreem ent that the quality-of-life  conce pt is multid imen sional an d mu lti-

faceted (Evans et al 1985), there remains a surprising insularity amongst

researchers, with tho se from  one disc ipline rarely  show ing interes t in the work

of colleagues from other disciplines. In our own investigations of the

well-being of the elderly, for example, we have ofte n noted  that wh at falls

under the rubric of ‘qua lity of life’ resea rch is m ore often  than no t squarely

focused on a sing le dimension of quality of life/well-being (such as physical

health) (Stewart and King 1994) rather than on the many dimensions which

many  research ers cons ider it to be c omp rised of (C amp bell  et al 1976; Evans

et al 1985; Raphael et al 1996a, 1996b). As Farquhar (1995: 1440) explains,

“[W]h ere many pa pers refer to ‘quality of life’ in medical and nursing

journals, what they are in fact referring to is ‘health- related- quality-of-life’,

and not ‘quality of l ife’ i tself, that is they are measuring just one domain of

quality  of life, usually physical functioning.” Andrews (2 001) ha s recently

made  a similar  point in dis tinguishin g quality  of place fro m qu ality of life

(quality  of place g iving rise to or permitting a certain quality of life, but not

being syno nymo us with it).

Pacione (1984) highligh ted an im portant dim ension of qu ality of life

research by pointing out that the concept of quality of life mu st necess arily

engage elements external and internal to the individual. External elements of

the world (i.e.,  objective measures of quality of life) must be experienced

internally  by an individual (i.e., subjective measures of quality of life) for

either measure -- objective or subjective -- to have any value. This critical link

between the two is, in our opinion, all too often lacking in th e quality-of-life

research, regardless of the discipline from which it com es.

In sum, we believe that a distinction betw een the term s quality of life  and

well-being (such as that proposed by Smith ) is conce ptually u seful, and  should

be reinsta ted. W e also believe that the objective and subjective (i.e., external

and internal) dim ensions  of life need  to be better accommodated in conceptua-

lisations of these terms, both to facili tate and integ rate resea rch on w hat is

clearly  a multidisciplina ry (if not transdisciplinary) concept. We now attempt

to do this by proposing a new  model that is predicated upon  just such an

integrated po in t o f  v iew. Although we present this model in the context of our

own research on the quality-of-life and well-being of the elderly, we feel that

the conce ptual ba sis on w hich it is  built is sufficien tly general in nature to be

applicable to other age groups, whether individually or in the aggregate.

Models of Quality of Life or Well-being: 
A Short Review

Before  presenting our own model, we being by briefly reviewing models that

have been proposed to explain well-being in later life, highlighting a number

of issues that have been, or should h ave be en, add ressed to  improve research

in this field. One early concern was the neglect of the impact of age
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differences on the contribution of the environment (the objective dimension

of quality  of life) to w ell-being , especially  in an urban context (Bohland and

Dav is 1979). In general, relatively little attention has been given to the role of

the environmen t on well-being, particularly among sen iors. Yet, ac cording  to

Barresi et al (1983-198 4), recognition of characteristics of both individuals and

their  environment is indispensable to understanding well-being among the

elderly.

A  second issue concerns the rather paradoxical nature of quality of

life/well - being when the concept is applied to the aged. Ageing is often

associated with  chronic  health  proble ms and increasing disability; nonetheless,

older people often  report a high leve l of satisfactio n with th eir lives. Th is

sugge sts that well-being in later life extends far beyond mere physical

functioning.

A third problem stems from the fact that research on well-being among the

elderly  has more often than not been o riented tow ard spec ial, vulnera ble

populations despite evidence demonstrating that the vast majority of the

elderly  live independently in their comm unities (Carp an d Carp 19 84).

Raphael et al (1996a) have offered the same argument, noting that research on

the elderly has tended to focus on illness and disability, while important

elem ents  such as  persona l control and the potential for change and

improvement, have been ignored.

All  of these issues highlight the fact that well-being is still an elusive

concept whose  definition d epend s heavily  upon the individuals being studied,

their  particular milieux, and their stage within the life-cycle. In the following

paragraphs,  we pre sent five m odels of q uality  of life/well-be ing that ha ve all

attempted to address some of the problems discussed here. However,  a s  we

believe each is still  inadequate in some respect, we propose a new model of

well-being that attem pts to resolve, among others issues, the ambiguity in the

quality  of life/w ell-bein g literatu re disc ussed  in the firs t part of th e pap er. 

One  of the first efforts  at a mo del of th e well-being of the elderly was

proposed by Bohland and Davis (1979). They developed a model of residential

satisfaction to assess the contribution of safety, neighbourliness, physical

condition and convenience, to neighbourhood satisfaction. They were also

interested in evalua ting the stab ility of these relationships across different age

groups. Using a causal structure, they linked neighbourhood  satisfaction  to

respondents’  evaluations of these four neighbourhoo d attributes. According to

their  findings, neighbourliness and physical conditions were key dimensions

of neighbourhood satisfaction for all age groups but were most important for

the elderly. Surprisingly, they found a weak relationship between the

satisfaction of the elde rly with  their neigh bourho od, and  safety. O verall,  they

stressed the fact that there were more similarities than differences between the

elderly  and younger age groups, and in fact, the most important age

differential was b etwee n the elde rly and the 55-65 age group (supporting the

idea that the age  prior to retiremen t is a period of cons iderable adjustm ent).

In the early 1980s, Barresi et al (1983-1984) proposed a model of environ-
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mental satisfaction and socia bility in an urban context, also using a causal

framework. These authors wanted to explore the relationship between

environmental perception and well-being, and to evaluate the impact of

personal and oc cupan cy cha racteristics, an d person al resourc es, on this

relationship. They identified endogenous as we ll as exog enous  variables  to

operationalise their framework. Among the former, they included housing

satisfaction, perceived neighbourhood safety, neighbourhood sociability and

neighbourhood interaction, while a mong  the latter we re personal

characteristics (race, age, marital status), personal resources (income,

education, health  status) and occupancy characteristics (homeownership,

length of residence). They applied their model to elderly women and m en

separate ly because of the salient nature of the gender variable in the

understanding of well-b eing among the elderly. They found that race

(non-wh ite), marital status (married) and age were positively relate d to

well-being  for elderly wo men, altho ugh these rela tionships we re more

ambiguous for the aged men. In both cases, however, environmental

characteristics (such as safety, or sociability) played a major role in the

determ ination  of we ll-being . 

A t about the sam e time, Ca rp and Carp (1984) offered a model that under-

scored the imp ortance  of the con cept of co ngruen ce in their  complementary/

congruence model of well-being. Given that conceptual models of well-being

of the elderly had focused almost exclusively on special populations, they

proposed a more general model applicable to the vast majority of

indepe ndently  dwelling elderly. Based on Maslow’s needs hierarchy (Maslow

1970),  they conceived of well-being as being the result of the satisfaction of

needs by available environmental resources. They identified two levels of

need: lower-order or life-maintenance needs, and higher-order needs. The

satisfaction of both types of needs w as dependent on the congruence

(com plem entarity  or similarity) between the needs of the individual (based on

competence, personality or life style) and the resources offered by the

environ men t.

In a more recent effort to understand the determinants of well-being

among  the elderly, Clarke et al (2000) used Ryff’s (1989) work on positive

psychological function ing to iden tify the m ain dim ensions  by w hich qu ality

of life/well-being should be measu red. According to the authors,

self-acceptance, positive relations w ith others , autonomy, environmental

mastery, purpose in life an d personal g rowth sho uld be all consid ered in a

model of well-being. They applied  their appro ach to a re presenta tive sam ple

of Canadians aged 65 years and older, and found that all dimensions declined

with  age except self-acceptance. Women scored  higher than men for positive

social relations and personal growth, although the opposite was the case for

enviro nm ental m astery  and p urpos e in life. 

In contrast, L e Com ité scientifique de Santé Québec (2000) has adopted

a system ic approach to their model of well-being, based on the theory of needs

as proposed by Maslow (1970) and the ecological-systemic approach proposed
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by Bronfenbrenner (1977, 1986). First, they defined well-being as ‘un état

agréable, positif,  de plus ou moins longue durée, lié à la satisfaction des

besoins fondamentaux, matériels ou non matériels, correspondant au stade

d’évolu tion ou de déve loppem ent de la p ersonn e conc ernée.’ U sing this

definition, they developed a model that sugg ests that w ell-being  is determined

by a set of interrelated systems in which individuals behave. These systems

include the ontosystem (individual characteristics, human capital), the

microsystem (neighb ourhoo d), the m esosyste m (soc ial network), the

exos ystem  (socia l structu res) an d the m acros ystem  (value s, ideolo gy). 

A  final exam ple of a  quality-of-life model for elderly populations is that

proposed by Ra phael e t al (1996a, 1996b). Raphael and his colleagues have

developed a multidim ensional con ceptual fram ework b ased on three  life

domains:  being (who one is), belonging (one’s fit with one’s environment) and

becoming (one’s purposeful a ctivities in life). Each one of these domains

contains three subdomains: physical, psychological and spiritual subdomains

for being; physical, social and community subdomains for belonging; and

practical,  leisure and growth subdomains for becoming. According to the

authors, a person’s quality of life is determined by  two factors linked to these

domains:  imp ortanc e and  enjoy me nt. A  quality-of-life questionn aire based on

this framework was administered to a sample of elderly individuals in Toronto,

with  the result that the being domain was discovered to have dispropo rtionate

importance in the determination of quality of life, particularly the physical

subd om ain. 

Towards an Integrated Model of Quality of Life 
and Well-being

Based on the preceding section, we propose a new model  (Figure 1) for three

reasons. First, as we will demonstrate, we believe that it is concep tually  useful

to distinguish  betwe en the term  quality of life , and the te rm w ell-being  to

clarify the am biguitie s iden tified ea rlier in th is pap er (i.e., because  it  al lows

for greater precision in the investigation of these mu ltidimension al concepts).

As most authors do not make this distinction, including the five we have

reviewed he re , we have proposed a model in which it is clearly stated. Second,

we believe that it is vitally important to recognise what we have earlier

referred to as the critical link between the external dimensions of quality of

life, and the internal dimensions; we have done this in our model. Finally, and

related to the previous concern, is our explicit connection in the model

between the objective and subjective aspects of quality of life and well-being

which o ther mod els have inad equately ad dressed (or om itted altogether).

In addition, our proposal corresponds to conce rns that ha ve started  to

make  their appearance within the regional science literature, concerns that

highlight the multidisciplinary and multidimensional nature of current

reflection on the quality-of-life concept. In particular, it  distinguishes the
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FIGURE  1 Proposed Mod el

environmental components (Lui 1976; Pacione 1984; Smith 1973) of quality

of life from those which are more psyc hosoc ial in nature  (Clarke  2000 e t al;

Farquhar 1995; Ryff 19 89). M oreove r, included  within th is holistic structure

are newer concepts such as social capital (Glaeser 2001; Putnam 1995, 2001;

Woolcock  2001) and qu ality of place (A ndrews  2000, 200 1; Greenb erg 1999),

in an attem pt to resolv e the am biguity w ith whic h the classic quality-of-life

concept is surrounded, and render the concept more  malleable to practical

applic ation a s we ll as con crete p olicy d evelo pm ent. 

In an effort to  portray the holistic na ture of the quality-of-life concept, we,

paradoxically, start with its deconstruction; in so doing, we identify and

integrate  the dime nsions addre ssed by sch olars in an array of disciplines, and

reveal how  they form  a who le that is grea ter than th e  su m  of the pa rts. W e

begin  by differe ntiating thre e broad  dom ains (env ironm ent, individ ual,

interface) and two points of view (objective, subjective) in a two-way

structure. Within this structure we find an interrelated set of concepts that

a llows us to identify the processes which play a role in shaping q uality of life

and well-being. As it is proposed, this model is a way to integrate in one

conceptual f ramework  wha t we believe to be two distinct concepts: quality of

life and well-being. The concept of quality of life is seen as the result of the

convergence between the resources offered by the environment and the needs

expressed by individuals. This  convergence is conditioned by processes related

to availability  (quantity ) and ac cessibility  (resource/pop ulation location),  and
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occurs in the objective (or external) sphere because of the nature of the

information used to a ssess this co nverge nce. It sho uld be n oted tha t this

convergence does not define quality of life per se, but rather defines a potential

quality  of life that is revealed through the receipt of, and reaction to,

information: what we refer to in the m odel as an information process. The

impact of the inform ation pro cess is  twofold: it acts not only on the individual

through their capacity to understand and use the inform ation  for  the ir  own

needs (human capital), but it also acts in the environ men t to facilitate

interaction between the individual and the milieux/ networks in which the

individual lives (social capital).  Human capital (Côté 2001; Schuller 2001) on

one side of the model, and social capital (Glaeser 2001; Putnam 2001) on the

other, are both  a porte  d’entrée, or entryway, to penetrate the subjective sphere

where, through the processes o f personal reflection, evaluation, satisfaction,

intervention and adaptation, the ind ividual’s  life conditions are experienced.

Two feedback loops illustrate the adapta tion proc esses. T hey are  include d in

the model to take into con sideration  the capa city of indiv iduals to  change and

to improve their life conditions. The first feedback loop, identified as

geographical mobility, is seen as an effort to find a bette r place  to live, i.e ., to

find more adequate social networks or supportive milieux. On the other side,

socioec onom ic mob ility (through education, for example) is considered to be

a means to imp roving h uma n capital a nd the in dividua l’s abilities to ex ploit

environmental resources. Bo th feedback  loops ev entually  lead to a c ertain

level of satis faction which, if judged to be adequate, determines a state of

well-being. In this ma nner, qu ality of life remains conceptually distinct from

well-being. Finally, our model shows that well-being is not only the result of

the processes taking place in the objective and subjective spheres and which

are linked to past or present situations, but is also the result of the perceived

future (wha t Raphae l et al (1996a) referred to  as their becom ing dom ain).

W e feel that this mod el produces  both a m ore integra ted and a m ore

holistic  perspec tive than th e mo dels pres ented e arlier. Alth ough this model has

not yet been  operatio nalised o r tested, w e think tha t it nevertheless constitutes

an appropriate conceptual framework for future research in the domain of

well-being and quality of life.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have underlined what we fee l are conc eptually  problem atic

aspects  of the existing quality of life/well-being literature. These include the

lack of conc eptual cla rity betw een the se term s, the need  to accom mod ate both

objective and subjective dim ensions of the c oncepts, and  the interdisciplinary

yet essentially insular nature of the research to date. In an effort to overcome

these difficulties and generate greater holism in the field, we have proposed

a more integrated model of quality of life /well-be ing than  those tha t have u ntil

now been offered. Our model not only provides a clear integration of the two
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conce pts while ensuring they remain conceptually distinct, it  also identifies

new conceptual links between the objective and the subjective approa ches to

quality-of-life research.

The model clearly finds its origins in the work of earlier schola rs .  The

model offers a m eans of in tegratin g conceptua lly wha t we  bel ieve to be  two

distinct conc epts: q uality o f life, and  well-b eing. W ithin this  fram ewo rk, we

have defined  the con cept of q uality of lif e as the result of the convergence

between the resources offered by the environment and the needs expressed by

the individu al. This definition is close to the notion of congruence as proposed

by Carp and Carp (1984) which stresses not only the importance of the

availab ility of resources and the needs expressed by the individuals, but also

and above all the a ppropriate  fit (or congruence) between them. As such,

quality  of life can be seen as setting the stage for a p otential well-bein g. It

fo llows that we can define well-being as the interpretation of quality of life

through the subjective experience of environmental as well as personal filters.

In this way , well-be ing is view ed as no t only state, b ut also as a  dynam ic

process leading to better life conditions.

Our model is still  a conceptual proposition that has been developed based

on our reading of the existing literature, particularly  as it conce rns the eld erly

and the env ironm ent. W hile it has not yet been tested, we are currently doing

so by applying it to a study of the elderly in a regional context, a context

which, exhibiting  both cu ltural and e nvironm ental dive rsity, offers a good

benchm ark to test what we have proposed here. We believe the model has

general applicability in both urban and rural areas, in peripheral regions, and

in contex ts of chan ge -- be th ey m igratory, de mog raphic, ec onom ic, political,

or ecological (for examples of these types of change, see the special issues of

the Canadian Journal of Regional Science in 1997 (Vol. 20 (1&2)) on changes

in metropolitan regions and in 2000  (Vol.  23 (1) on municipal and provincial

restructuring). Mo reover, w e believe  the m odel ca n be ap plied bo th to

assessm ents  at the level of the individual or the group, and wou ld be of use to

practitioners  f ro m  a variety of disciplines. We welcome feedback from other

scholars grappling with these and sim ilar concerns.
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